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Minister for Health Yvette D'Ath (second from right) has announced extra funding for Maryborough and
Hervey Bay hospitals. She is pictured here with Member for Maryborough Bruce Saunders and WBHHS's
Garry Houston, Debbie Carroll and Peta Jamieson.

Funding injection for
Fraser Coast hospitals
FRASER Coast patients will benefit
from a $12.13 million injection to
boost health services in the region.
Minister for Health and Ambulance Services
Yvette D’Ath said the funding would go
towards employing more frontline healthcare
workers and improving patient outcomes
at both Maryborough and Hervey Bay
hospitals.
“We are committed to delivering free, worldclass health care to all Queenslanders no
matter where they live,” said Minister D’Ath,
who visited both hospitals last week to make
the announcements and meet with staff on
the ground.
“That is why we are increasing funding to
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service to
ensure they can continue to provide this care
to their community.
“Increasing the staffing capacity of the Fraser
Coast hospitals will mean so much to these
local communities, and ensure that we can
retain permanent staff to meet the demands
of a growing population.

T his funding will deliver at least 50
permanent full-time health jobs
across both Maryborough and
Hervey Bay hospitals, including
nursing, medical, allied health,
administration and operational
support roles.”
The funding will enable WBHHS to:
• Boost emergency department resourcing at
both hospitals to meet rising demand
• Open the recently refurbished Ward 1 at
Maryborough Hospital
• Provide rostered onsite medical cover at
Maryborough Hospital after hours, and
• Expand our physician team across the
Fraser Coast.
Member for Hervey Bay Adrian Tantari and
Member for Maryborough Bruce Saunders
joined the Minister on tours of each hospital
last Friday, and welcomed the additional
staffing and services to support their
communities.
Story continues on page 2.
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Farewell to
long-serving
Board member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board
Chair Peta Jamieson has paid tribute to
long-standing member Professor Bryan
Burmeister, who is retiring from the
Board at the end of this month.
“On behalf of the Board and HHS,
I would like to sincerely thank Bryan,
who has been a Board member since
2014,” Peta said.
“During his time on the Board, he has
fulfilled the role of Deputy Chair and
committee member, and has played
an invaluable part in developing our
strategic direction.
“As a highly respected radiation
oncologist – and, just as importantly,
a really decent human being – his
insights and input have always
appreciated by our members.
“We wish Bryan and his wife Liz all the
very best.”
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Hervey Bay girl inspires blood donations
HERVEY Bay Hospital clinicians have
been praised for their extraordinary
efforts to save the life of a local girl
who suffered catastrophic blood loss
following a freak accident.
The incident has also led to a major
campaign on the Fraser Coast to donate
blood.

"Hervey Bay Hospital was like a machine,"
she said.

They not only did their job – they
did everything for her. It was like
they were doing it for their own kid.
They were all emotionally invested
in saving her life."

Cianna Brenia, 11, severed a major blood
vessel when a stick pierced her thigh and
abdomen during a dune buggy accident at
Takura earlier this month.

Following her transfer to the Queensland's
Children's Hospital, Cianna spent time in
Intensive Care and required further blood
products. She was eventually moved out of
ICU on March 20.

Cianna's horrific injuries and loss of blood
meant her uncle needed to perform CPR to
keep her alive before she was transported to
Hervey Bay Hospital.

The youngster's need for blood during her
surgery inspired the Hervey Bay community
to start the #DonateforCianna Facebook
campaign.

She had lost almost 80% of her blood as
surgeons worked to stabilise her, using litres
of blood to sustain her life. A paediatric
surgeon was also flown in by the retrieval
team to carry out an urgent procedure and
stabilise her enough to be transferred to the
Queensland Children's Hospital.

This has seen about 150 Red Cross Lifeblood
donations made by #DonateForCianna
supporters.

Cianna's mother, Maureen, said the surgery
exhausted Fraser Coast blood supplies.
Maureen also praised the surgeons for going
above and beyond to save her daughter’s life.

Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service staff
also continue to donate at local centres to
ensure local patients such as Cianna have
access to blood supplies.
So far during 2021, WBHHS staff and
supporters have made 210 donations at
Bundaberg and Hervey Bay– saving 630 lives.

Cianna on her way to recovery in Brisbane.

The National Hospital Blood Drive will run
again between April 1 and June 30 and staff
encouraged to take part.
Whether you are a regular donor, a first timer
or someone returning after a bit of a break,
your blood will save lives.
Let’s all get behind the campaign and keep
our record at the top of Queensland’s health
services for Lifeblood donations!

Story continued from page 1.

Fraser Coast to benefit from $12.13M funding boost
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board Chair Peta Jamieson said she was
thrilled with the extra funding, which was in response to steady increases
in demand on the Fraser Coast in recent years.
“Last year we commissioned a peer exchange process, led by our local
clinicians in conjunction with Queensland’s Health Improvement Unit,
which enabled us to draw on the input and experience of experts and
clinicians from similar units around the state,” Ms Jamieson said.
“That resulted in a report that made recommendations about what our
key needs were, in the face of increased demand from a growing and
ageing community.
“The recommendations carried significant resource implications,
however, and we’re thrilled the Queensland Government has seen our
need and increased our ongoing funding to enable us to meet current and
future demand.
Acting Clinical Director of Emergency Medicine Dr David Johnson takes the
Minister and Member for Hervey Bay Adrian Tantari on a tour of the Hervey
Bay Emergency Department.

“This will make a significant difference to our emergency and medical
inpatient service provision and will enable us to provide more of our
community with the right care, in the right place, at the right time.”
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New leadership for Bundaberg paediatrics
“I honestly believe Matt is the correct
person, the perfect person for it. He has
the enthusiasm, the drive, he’s young, he
has the knowledge of the community and
the knowledge of our own staff across all
disciplines. He is receptive and he listens,”
Judy said.
“He will also change things – and he should
change things. That’s the right way to grow
as the needs of the community, the needs
of paediatrics, the needs of the staff, keep
developing.”

Clinical Director of Bundaberg's Paediatric Unit, Dr Matt Wakeley, with former director Dr Judy Williams.

THE success of developing our own
clinical leaders has come to the fore
with the appointment of Dr Matt
Wakeley as the new Clinical Director
of the Bundaberg Hospital Paediatric
Unit.
Matt, who has been serving as a specialist
paediatrician within the unit, has a long
history with Bundaberg Hospital having
completed stints as a junior doctor at the
facility before undertaking his specialist
training.
He is stepping into the role vacated by Dr
Judy Williams, who has moved into a parttime role within the team.
“It’s exciting to take on the leadership role
with the team and to continue to set a
direction of where we’re going, which follows
on from the hard work that has been done
for many years,” Matt said.
“We’re building from a position of significant
strength for our paediatric service – there
are already a lot of initiatives and services in
place.

“Initially I will be reinforcing those initiatives
and services before looking at new ways
we can service our community following on
from the both challenges from COVID and
the future general challenges we face as a
regional community.”
Matt’s experiences at Bundaberg Hospital
highlighted the value of the medical, nursing,
administration and support staff within the
Bundaberg Hospital paediatrics team.
“What stood out for me at Bundaberg was
the example of what general paediatrics can
be – it’s not just about caring for individual
patients, but for your staff and the general
community,” Matt said.

I think that’s what made me
passionate about working in this
area, not just in paediatrics but at
Bundaberg Hospital – especially with
the opportunities we have to work
with patients in the community.”
Judy said she was excited to see Matt step
into the role.

Matt said he was looking forward to taking
on the challenges and opportunities ahead
for the Bundaberg Hospital team.
“(Taking on the role after Dr Williams) is
challenging but in some ways it's a very nice
place to start. It’s an excellent team and has
an established culture, which makes it a lot
easier,” Matt said.
“We will continue to follow in Judy’s footsteps
as we advocate for our patients, develop our
staff’s capabilities and interests and meet
the needs of our broader community.”
Two areas that Matt wants the team to focus
on in the future is developing models of
care for adolescents, which Judy is taking
on as a project, and moving into more early
intervention care to prevent childhood
development issues.
“A lot of our children have significant
development delays and we need to look
at our ability to service those needs much
earlier in life. We know the importance of
early intervention to prevent later childhood
and adults diseases,” Matt said.
“Early intervention is something we would
like to move more into and engaging with
other community stakeholders is a priority in
the years to come. “

Project ECHO sessions target childhood obesity
Health and Wellbeing Queensland’s sevenweek Childhood Overweight and Obesity
Project ECHO series is back, giving rural
and remote clinicians access to knowledge
from a panel of topic experts and
multidisciplinary peers.

The online, interactive series runs weekly
from 8–9am on Thursday mornings, starting
on 22 April.
With childhood overweight and obesity
affecting one in four Queensland children,
and leading to poor health, emotional and
social outcomes, this is a good opportunity
to learn and improve care.

Each week participants log in to
a Zoom session that includes a short
presentation, a case study and question time.
To register, go to https://hw.qld.gov.au/
hub/project-echo/#registration.
Spaces are limited.
Learn more about Project ECHO at
https://hw.qld.gov.au/hub/project-echo/
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Vaccine rollout moves to next phase
MORE than 1,400 priority and other
at-risk workers have received their
first COVID-19 vaccination, as WBHHS
continues its staff vaccine rollout.
With vaccination hubs now live in
Bundaberg, Maryborough and Hervey Bay,
and the first round of rural outreach clinics
conducted, WBHHS workers are lining up in
strong numbers to give themselves an extra
layer of protection with the vaccine.
Executive Director of Nursing and Midwifery
Services Fiona Sewell said the rollout was
tracking well.
“Since we started our rollout on March 8, we
have become the first HHS in Queensland to
stand up all our vaccination hubs, which is a
huge achievement,” Fiona said.
"That includes all our rural outreach clinics,
where we've completed our first vaccinations
over the past week.
“As a result of the good initial response
from our staff and the hard work of our

vaccination teams, we’ve now reached the
point where we can open up the rollout to
our remaining WBHHS workforce.

T his means we’ll now be
vaccinating our 1a and 1b cohorts in
parallel. We continue to encourage
our priority workers to book their
vaccination appointment online
with the instructions contained in
their invitation email.

• Contact details and handy website links
with more information
• Resources for vaccination clinic teams.
You can also keep track of vaccination
numbers by going to the Queensland
Government COVID-19 statistics website.

“We have also provided a range of booking
options for the rest of our WBHHS staff,
which are available on the WBHHS COVID-19
Vaccine hub and have also been distributed
by email.”
Fiona encouraged staff to regularly visit the
hub, which is constantly being updated with
helpful information, including:
• Vaccination clinic locations and operating
hours
• Multiple options to book your vaccination
appointment

Nurse Kim Worsley poses after her vaccination

Volunteers help simulate scenarios for staff training
Our thanks to the volunteers who helped our
Hervey Bay Vaccine Clinic team during their
preparations for opening.
As part of preparations to open vaccination
clinics at each of our sites, a series of training
scenarios take place that ensure the team is
ready for a range of different situations that
may happen at the clinic.
At Hervey Bay, our team was fortunate
enough to secure the help of six local
volunteers from the Auxiliary and other
existing volunteer roles in pathology and
GEDI roles to play roles as patients coming
through the clinic.
In fact, three of the volunteers had just
completed their orientation the day
before and this was their first volunteering
experience.
“The volunteers really enjoyed being part
of the training, and it turns out that there
were some very talented actors among our
volunteers,” Volunteer Services Co-ordinator
Kim Hanns said with a laugh.

“It was also a great opportunity for our
volunteers to feel part of our WBHHS team
and to also see the work and training that
goes on behind the scenes in preparation for
the rollout of the vaccination clinics.”
Some of the scenarios that were simulated at
the various sites included patients who:
• were from a non-English-speaking
background
• were meant to be in quarantine but
received an email to come along to the
clinic, so attended anyway
• wanted another vaccine and were impatient
and rude to all the staff
• were very conservative and refused to
take off clothing and kept asking for more
privacy
• had an anaphylactic reaction, leading to the
rapid response team being called.
"It’s wonderful to have volunteers who
actively take part in helping our health
service have the highest standards possible
and to prepare us for challenges such as the
vaccine rollout," Kim said.
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Connecting people and environments

Bundaberg Hospital social workers on World Social Work Day

THE message of Ubuntu (I Am
Because We Are) was not only the
message but the spirit of World Social
Work Day on March 16.
Ubuntu originates from the indigenous
people of South Africa and was popularised
across the world by Nelson Mandela.
It is a word, concept and philosophy that
resonates with the social work perspective
of the interconnectedness of all peoples and
their environments.
With social workers connecting across our
many sites, the Ubuntu message holds
especially true.
Bundaberg Hospital Director of Social Work
Linda Keidge said that World Social Work Day
was a fabulous opportunity to highlight and
celebrate all areas of social work.

“Social work is a profession that is generally
conducted behind the scenes without
visibility or accolade,” Linda said.

Linda said it was wonderful to get together
and recognise the work of her fellow social
workers.

“Our health service has a number of social
workers located across the hospital and
community environment ranging from acute
services, child protection, renal, cancer care,
integrated care, antenatal and positions that
cover the weekend.

“Our team of social workers are a dedicated
bunch of people who are passionate about
helping others – true to the World Social
Work phrase this year ‘I am, because we are’
a message of unity and solidarity,” she said.

 ocial work gives the most
S
vulnerable a voice, supports others
in their time of need and provides
clarity amidst the chaos of grief
and acute change."

“Our workers connect people with the
resources they need – in the right information,
at the right time, with the right care.”
You can find out a bit more about one of our
Bundaberg Hospital social workers in this
edition’s Health Hero.

Social workers based at Bundaberg Hospital,
as well as colleagues from private practice,
joined together for a special afternoon tea to
mark the day.

Kitchens creating the right mix for quality catering
A great example of collaboration and being a united team has been
displayed by the Bundaberg and Hervey Bay kitchen teams.
Bundaberg kitchen team members Leesa Eastment and Nicole
Presser joined with Hervey Bay’s Matt Lusk, Wendy Ayton and Sue
Aulsebrook, as well as with Food Service Manager and Executive Chef
Don Christie and Director of Operational Dani Hilton to assist with
catering preparations for a number of recent HHS functions.
Working together, they have created tasty lunches, morning and
afternoon teas enjoyed by all attendees.
A big congratulations on the team for their collaboration and top-class
job, often delivered on tight turnarounds.
Members of the Bundaberg and Hervey Bay kitchen teams joined together
with Dani Hilton and Don Christie to cater for a recent event displaying unity
and collaboration between the teams, producing a professional result.

Dani, Don and their fellow managers have made a commitment to
continue cross-collaboration and awareness for all the departments in
Operational and Support Services in line with WBHHS values.
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Offering a Way Back to wellbeing
BEYOND Blue’s suicide aftercare
initiative, The Way Back support
service, which provides critical support
for people after a suicide attempt, is
now available in Wide Bay.
People are now referred to The Way Back via
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service and
are assigned a support coordinator to guide
them through their recovery.
Beyond Blue Chief Services Officer Alistair
Stott said The Way Back provided practical
support for people for up to three months
after they leave hospital.

The Way Back addresses a
significant gap in the current service
system and eases this distress by
guiding them towards the right
support and informing them about
how to stay safe,” Alistair said.
The service was commissioned by
Commonwealth-funded primary healthcare
organisation Central Queensland, Wide Bay,
Sunshine Coast PHN and is delivered locally
by mental health services provider Richmond
Fellowship Queensland (RFQ).
“The PHN is proud to play a role in bringing
The Way Back support service to the Wide
Bay,” PHN CEO Pattie Hudson said.
“It's a dynamic model that combines an
evidence-based approach to recovery with
that all-important personal connection and
integration with existing health services.

WBHHS's Robyn Bradley (far left), joins Federal Member for Wide Bay Llew O'Brien (far right) and PHN staff
to launch The Way Back support service.

“The Hospital and Health Service will provide
the pathway to the service and ensures we
have the best understanding of a person’s
needs and mental health, so that we can give
them the best possible care.”
WBHHS Executive Director of Mental Health
and Specialised Services Robyn Bradley said
The Way Back helped meet the needs of the
community through improving access to
much-needed services.
“There are identified gaps within the
healthcare system and it’s important
the community not only has a number of
available services, but a number of access
points to them,” Robyn said.

The Way Back Support Service is just one
example of how the federally-funded PHN
and state-funded WBHHS working together
to achieve positive health outcomes for
the community, as outlined in their Mental
Health, Suicide Prevention and Alcohol and
Other Drugs Joint Regional Plan 2020–2025.
While referrals to The Way Back Support
Service must be made via the HHS, mental
health professionals are available at the
Beyond Blue Support Service 24/7 via phone
on 1300 22 4636 or via www.beyondblue.
org.au/get-support for online chat between
3PM – 12AM AEST.
Email responses are otherwise provided
within 24 hours.

TrainStation hints, tips and troubleshooting
How do I record my external
training in TrainStation?
Click on the ‘External Achievement’ button
from the left-hand menu to add additional
training to your TrainStation profile. A copy of
the certificate will be saved as a PDF and the
CPD from the training will also be recorded.
For optimal performance we recommend that
you access TrainStation via the Start Now
application menu on your desktop or Edge
browser.

Need a little help?
For general TrainStation support or assistance
contact the TrainStation Administration team on
WBHHS-TrainStation@health.qld.gov.au or
by telephone on 4150 2280.
For site specific enquiries please contact your
local office:
• Bundaberg and the Rurals 4150 2228
• Maryborough 4122 8315
• Hervey Bay 4325 6104
Be sure to look out for a new TrainStation tip
each fortnight. Until next time, happy training.
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Compliments to our Health Heroes
EVERY year, WBHHS clinicians and
healthcare workers have more than a
million patient contacts and occasions
of service as they care for and support
our community.

Bundaberg Hospital Allied Health

Many of our patients show their gratitude –
often at the time – and some feel so strongly
about it that they call or write to us to make
certain our teams know how much their care
and expertise means to them
and their families.

Hervey Bay Oral Health

Here are just a selection
of patient compliments
from the past few
weeks, reminding us of
the great work we do and
the great impact we have
on people’s lives, every
single day.

A huge compliment to social worker Meenu Babu. My husband and I needed help to fill out
our Enduring Power of Attorney forms as well as information for a couple of other issues.
I found her extremely helpful and caring. Her professional approach was exemplary.
Her smile lit up the room. Thank you, Meenu.

We would like to express our gratitude and praise for the wonderful attention and care
afforded us by the wholly professional, caring and pleasant staff at this clinic. We were
pleasantly surprised one day when offered an opportunity to attend the clinic as "standby" patients with a chance of being attended to if time permitted. That eventuated and
over the following months we attended a succession of dental appointments.
We were wonderfully cared for by dentist Joseph and numerous dental assistants including
Julie, Rachael, Alana, Michelle 1, Michelle 2 and Colleen. They could not have provided a
better level of care. We were also extremely impressed with the level of hygiene carried out
by all staff. During these challenging times such procedures are necessary, of course, but
it was wonderful to see such practices being so carefully implemented and this made us
feel safe.

Maryborough Rehabilitation Unit
I would like to thank everyone who had anything to do with my wife’s recovery from a
stroke. She has made huge improvement in her mobility especially. I would like to mention
that many staff members put in an extra bit of personalised care, but one we wish to
especially thank is Sharon in Physio.

Bundaberg Hospital Day Procedure Unit
Thank you to all the staff who helped me over the few days that I was in the ward with my
hand injury. My family and I appreciated the kindness you showed to us over that time.

Rural Mental Health Service
I want to thank the team for their help and support for my grandson. He was in a
suicidal state, but you took control, organised for us to get the right help and correct his
medication. Because of you, he now has his life back in control. I am so proud of him, but
without your help and support he may not have got there. I just can't thank you all enough.

Shout-outs to staff across HHS living our values
OUR staff continue to recognise their
colleagues for living our values, by
giving them a shout-out for their effort
and dedication.
You can view all the shout-outs here,
but here’s a selection at right. To give
a shout-out to a colleague or team, go
to our Values hub on QHEPS.

Surgical Ward Nurses Bundaberg
A big thank you to all the surgical ward
nurses for embracing the Lifelong Learning
Framework as a means to better serve
those in our care. The surgical ward has
experienced (as many other units have)
a very busy time lately, however staff are
very keen to identify their learning needs,
work collaboratively to achieve personal,
professional and organisational goals. Their
commitment to lifelong learning and change
is a credit to each and everyone, and the
leadership of Lynn Anderson. Thank you.

WBHHS COVID-19 Vaccinations teams
A huge shout-out to our multidisciplinary
COVID-19 Vaccine Steering Committee
and to the vaccination teams on the
ground, who have worked tirelessly
to make sure the vaccine rollout has
been as smooth as possible. Thanks to
everybody’s expertise, collaboration
and sheer hard work, WBHHS has
become the first site in Qld to stand
up vaccinations at all of its sites, and
more than 1,200 vaccines have been
administered.
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March on for veterans
Congratulations to members of WBHHS team
who at the halfway point of March On have
walked a total 540km.
That has seen them raise $1849 so far for
Soldier On which raises funds to support
mental health programs for returned
servicemen and women.
To donate to this great cause visit: https://
fundraise.soldieron.org.au/fundraisers/
widebayhospitalandhealthservice
If you want more information, visit:
https://fundraise.soldieron.org.au/
marchonchallenge

Andrew Chappell, Social Worker

Social worker sharing
journey with patients
Your role: Social Worker
How long have you been with
WBHHS? Two years.
How do you describe what you do?
When people come into hospital, my
role is to look at the person holistically
and what is contributing to their health,
including their physical environment,
emotional wellbeing and social
supports. Also, a major part of my role
is advocating for patients and assisting
them to navigate health and social
services.
What’s best about your job?
Definitely the interesting people I meet
each day and their willingness to share
their fascinating journey. Each person is
truly unique and being invited into their
world is a real privilege.
What was your path into health care?
I worked in the business world for a few
years after finishing university, however
realised I wanted something more
person centred. I reskilled at university
and found my way into the healthcare
world and haven’t looked back.

What does being part of a team mean
to you? Being a social worker means
you are involved in a lot of unique and,
at times, confronting situations. Having
a team around you provides support
as well as offering a fresh set of eyes,
which leads to better health outcomes
for patients.
When you’re not at work, you are…
Either on the road running long distance,
sitting in a boat fishing or spending time
with my family.
What do you enjoy about living in Wide
Bay? The outdoor lifestyle of fishing,
4WDing, running, camping, swimming and
of course being so close to Fraser Island.
Wide Bay is without doubt a hidden gem
for those of us who love being outdoors.
It gives you the opportunity to create an
excellent work life balance.
Tell us a fun fact about you. I love
karaoke and can sing in Vietnamese.
What song are you listening to
most right now? The same ones I was
listening to 35 years ago. Got to love the
'80s.

Joke of the day
I recently got over my addiction to
chocolate, marshmallows, and nuts.
But I won’t lie – it was a rocky road.

What’s On
MARCH 2021
1-31		 Epilepsy Awareness Month
22-26 National Advance Care Planning Week
24		 World TB Day
APRIL 2021
1-30		 April No Falls
1-30 Go Blue for Autism
2		Good Friday
4		 Easter Sunday
5		 Easter Monday
7		 World Health Day
17		 World Haemophilia Day
24-30 World Immunisation Week
25		 ANZAC Day
26		 Public Holiday - ANZAC Day
26 -2 MAY
		
Patient Experience Week

